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1.  INTRODUCTION  

The accumulation of data has led to the recent availability of outsized archives of data in industry and organization. The 

decision making process is faced by critical problems due to the employment of these bulk data. These problems can be 

managed by the developing new data models and decision support systems. Warehousing is an emerging technique that 

retrieves the data from distributed autonomous probably heterogeneous information sources and integrates the retrieved data 

[1]. On-Line Analytical Processing and Decision Support Systems utilize the large volume of extracted and summarized data 

stored in an information base referred as a data warehouse [2]. The data warehousing technologies is the basis for the 

effective embarking of many industries, for instance, manufacturing financial services, transportation, telecommunications, 

utilities and healthcare. In order to collect data from many data sources, a data warehouse uses an update-driven approach 

that communicates through networks both locally and internationally. A solid platform of consolidated historical data is 

provided for analysis by the data warehouse system and it also distributes such analysis to local and remote users [3]. In order 

to provide effective solution for the queries posted to the data warehouse, the intermediate results obtained in the query 

processing are stored in the data warehouse. This can avert the access of the original data sources by the users [4]. 

There are several research works related to view selection algorithms viz., [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11]. Ashadevi, B 

and Balasubramanian, R [5] proposed framework for selecting views to materialize which takes in to account all the cost 

metrics associated with the materialized views selection.[6] The piece of work also addressed the preservation of existing 

materialized view. The framework optimizes the maintenance, storage and query processing cost as it selects the most cost 

effective views to materialize. [7] the most cost effective views have been selected for materialization by the framework and 

the maintenance, storage and query processing cost of the views have been optimized. [8] Proposed the Algorithm for 

Selection of Views to Materialize using Reduced Table (ASVMRT) finds high density clusters from the dimensions of the 

given tables, then, produces the reduced tables using the found clusters. Next, the Multidimensional View Processing Plan 

(MVPP) is produced using the reduced tables, and finally, materialized views are selected from the MVPP in accordance with 

cost estimation. The aggregate functions are discussed in [9]. A heuristic-based greedy method that uses AND, OR, and 

AND-OR graphs is proposed in [10]. However, evaluation of this approach is omitted. An algorithm called HAMVD is 

proposed in [11]. 

Therefore, In this paper, our proposed algorithm that improves the speed and space problem than existing algorithms. In 

FSVMRT, which uses the K – means clustering technique using „R‟ to select materialized views for rapid query response in a 

data warehouse, once clusters are found on the basis of the attributes of relation dimensions, a reduced table is then generated 

as the produced clusters are referenced. The generated reduced tables are the relations used for producing an MVPP in the 

FSVMRT (Framework for Selection of Views to Materialize using Reduced Table). After we produce an MVPP using the 
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generated reduced tables, we then process and select the views effectively in the produced MVPP using the FSVMRT. For 

the justification of the proposed algorithm, the „pubs‟ database used for educational purposes. We shows the experimental 

results in which both time and space costs were approximately better than conventional algorithms. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 describes a data warehouse and related works on View Selection 

Problem. FSVMRT is proposed in section 3, and section 4 compares FSVMRT and conventional algorithms through 

experimentation. Finally, we conclude and suggest future works in section 5. 

 

2.   DATA WAREHOUSE AND RELATED WORKS ON MATERIALIZED VIEW SELECTIONS 

In this section, we provide a brief introduction of the data warehouse and related works on selection of materialized views. 

 

2.1. Data Warehouse 

A data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, time-varying, non-volatile collection of data [12]. The Data Warehouse is 

the heart of the architected environment, and is the foundation of all decision support system (DSS) processing. On-Line 

Analytical Processing (OLAP) and Decision Support Systems utilize the large volume of extracted and summarized data 

stored in an information base referred as a data warehouse [13]. 

 

2.2. Related Works 

Gupta, H et al. [2005] proposed a theoretical framework for the general problem of selection of views in a data warehouse. 

They have presented competitive polynomial-time heuristics for a selection of views to optimize total query response time 

under a storage space constraints, for some important special cases of the problem that occur in practice. They have also 

presented provably competitive heuristics.In [16], the researchers proposed a framework, which is based on specification of 

multiple view processing plan (MVPP), to present the problem formally and they proposed a heuristic algorithm based on 

individual optimum query plans. But they did not use any resource constraint.Liabio, W et al. [1997] explained an A* search 

to pick the best set of views when only the maintenance cost is to be minimized. The problem of materialized view selection 

under a disk space constraint S explained in Gang Gou et al. [2006]. However, the proposed A* algorithm can find the 

optimal solution very efficiently when S is small, and observed that A* algorithm might coverage slowly when S is large. To 

avoid this problem, developed a new competitive A* algorithm in order to improve the quality of solution. 

There are many other approaches on selection of common views to be materialized.[18] proposed a simple and fast heuristic 

algorithm called pick by size (PBS) to solve the materialized view selection problem and explored its performance. They 

pointed out that PBS runs several orders of magnitude faster than the heuristic algorithm proposed by Harinarayan, V et al. 

[1996] and is fast enough to make the exploration of the time-space trade-off feasible during system configuration. 

Furthermore, they have examined the view selection problem when subsets of aggregates can be computed using chunks. 

Shukla, A et al. [1998] and showed that the benefit of the views selected by PBS can be greater than the ones selected 

without chunk based precomputation.Barlalis, E et al. [1997] explained the number of representative queries is extremely 

small with respect to the total number of elements of the complete data cube. Using such indications (inputs), they have 

explained the technique to select views and an algorithm to perform selection that will reduce the solution space by 

considering only the relevant elements of the multidimensional lattice. 

In order to improve the efficiency of problem, Lee. M and Hammer. J. [2001] assume that the set of materialized views and 

then ask the question: How do we to rewrite the given OLAP query to make the best use of existing materialized views? They 

have developed algorithms for the rewrite as well as identifying the materialized views that will best answer the query. 

Gray, J et al. [1997] proposed the data cube as a relational aggregation operator generalizing group-by, crosstabs, and sub-

totals. Dynamic view selection problems are an important for supporting fast online queries on such databases. In order to 

solve view selection problems, one needs the sizes of the various views which are obtained from running group-by queries. 

Time required for running such queries can be reduced by an order of magnitude by running parallel group-by queries. An 

interesting variant has the objective of minimizing the maximum weighted number of rows to be retrieved in responding to 

any query from the set of queries [22].  

 

3.  FSVMRT (FRAMEWORK FOR SELECTION OF VIEWS TO MATERIALIZE USING REDUCED TABLES) 

In a different manner of conventional algorithms, we present an algorithm for selecting views to materialize using K - means 

clustering method. 

 

3.1. Fsvmrt 

In general, FSVMRT algorithm has the following steps: 

Step 1: Find high-density clusters based on K – means clustering using R 

Step 2: Generate reduced tables based on the result of step 1. 

Step 3: Establish MVPP using reduced tables. 

Step 4: Select materialized views based on the query response time and view maintenance cost. 

 

FSVMRT (τ, n, T, Q, SC) 
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 { 

/* n: number of queries or tables */ 

/* T: set of target tables */ 

/* Q: set with n queries */ 

/* SC: user‟s input space constraint */ 

C=∅ ; /* set of clusters */ 

RT=∅ ; /* set of reduced tables */ 

VP=∅ ; /* set of views used in query processing plan */ 

MV=∅ ; /* set of views to be materialized */ 

 

for (i=0; i<n; i++) 

{ 

C = C U find_cluster using K – means ; 

 } 

for (i=0; i<n; i++) 

{ 

RT = RT ∪  generate_reduced_table(Ci, Ti, RTi); 

} 

make_mvpp(n, Q, RT); 

select_view(VP); 

........ 

........ 

........ 

} 

 

3.2. Fsvmrt Example 

In this section, we expose each step of the FSVMRT through an example. We chose the SQL Server 9.0 „authors‟ table of the 

pubs database, which is broadly used for educational purposes. Fig. 1 and 2 show the pubs database schema and authors table 

consisting of pubs, respectively.Once the dimension is selected using K – means clustering using R we can produce the 

reduced table. 

Fig. 3 shows the reduced table of authors relation from „pubs‟ database. The same method results in reduced tables for all 

relations in a data warehouse. The comparison of ASVMRT [8] and FSVMRT shown in Table 1. 

 

 
Fig.1 pubs database schema 
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Fig. 2 authors table 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Reduced table for authors table 

 

Pubs database 

Tables No.of Queries in Base 

Relation 

No.of Queries in Reduced 

tables (FSVMRT) 

No.of Queries in Reduced 

tables (ASVMRT) 

Authors 23 15 15 

Publisher 8 6 6 

Sales 21 9* ( indicates queries 

reduced) 

11 

Sores 6 3 3 

Titleauthor 25 10 10 

Titles 18 5* 18 

Table 1. Comparison of FSVMRT and ASVMRT 

 

In third step of FSVMRT, we established MVPP using the reduced tables. For an illustration of the third step of the 

algorithm, assume there are 4 queries. 

 q1: What is the average on year-to-date sales of CA residents with a value of greater than 80 in royalty per?  

 q2: What are the top 3 kinds of bestseller books from 1993 to 1995 in CA region? 

 q3: Among the books with high value of royalty per, what are the titles of the books which are about economics and 

with price greater than $15? 

 q4: What are the books printed by an American publisher which are about psychology? 
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In Fig. 4, □ indicates a base relation, ο is for intermediary value, and • is used for a query. Once an MVPP is established as 

shown in Fig. 4, views to be materialized are selected considering cost. The base unit of cost estimation used in the paper is 

the number of tuples as adopted in [5], [6] and [7]. 

 
Fig. 4 MVPP for 4 queries-reduced tables 

 

If we select the rt_authors relation as the materialized view, the total cost Ct is calculated by  addition of view processing 

time-cost Ca(42)(the number of tuples of rt_authors(15) , rt_temp1(15), rt_temp3(6) and  rt_tmp4(6), since only rt_authors, 

rt_temp1, rt_tmp3 and rt_tmp4 are used to process Q1) and view maintenance cost Cm(0)(rt_authors is a base relation). Total 

cost T is calculated by total cost of (Q1+ Q2+ Q3+ Q4). In a similar manner, we can fill in table 2. In Table 2 the first column 

indicates the relations used in MVPP, the second column is the query frequency (FQ), the third is the number of tuples(t#), 

and the fourth, fifth, and sixth are view processing time-cost(Ca), view maintenance(Cm), and total cost(Cv), respectively. 

The final column represents total cost (T) for all the queries. 

 

 

 1 

*FQ          

 

 2 

+Cm 

 

 3 

Total Cost(T)=  

 

 4 

 

 

3.3. Analysis and Features of FSVMRT 

In the first step, the high-density cluster for target base relations is found based on the K-means clustering method using „R‟. 

For each dimension of the table, the dimension with the maximum density value is selected for further process. The k-means 

clustering technique is not only providing potentially useful information, but also improving query processing time and 

saving view storage space can be achieved. 

In the second step, reduced tables containing the only corresponding tuples are produced based on K-means clustering 

method using „R‟. While conventional algorithms consider all the tuples of a base relation for materializing, the targets of 

materializing are restricted to the tuples of the reduced tables in the proposed algorithm FSVMRT. Therefore, it can achieve 

the goals of improvement in query response time and saving of storage for views. Note that it requires larger storage space 

(for intermediary reduced tables) and takes more time for clustering. However, off-line tasks of the clustering phase and 

production step of reduced tables do not lower the performance of a data warehouse system, since it is almost impossible to 

process tasks such as updating and maintaining views on-line in a data warehouse containing scores of terabytes of data. 

In the third step of the algorithm, we produced an MVPP by using the reduced tables generated in the previous step. 

In the fourth step, the views which can derive benefits in the case of materialized ones were selected within the bounds of the 

user‟s input space constraint, while considering view processing time cost and view maintenance cost in the produced MVPP. 

The conventional algorithms consider only the cost for join operation and restrict query frequency to the query itself. We 

argue that these cost estimation methods leave out some important factors in cost. In the FSVMRT, cost for the select 

operation is supplemented to cost estimation formulation. Also, we imposed query frequency on all the tuples consisting of 

the query rather than the query itself because we considered the fact that the views consisting of the query can be used in 

another query. 

 

4.  IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES  

In this section, we first expose the implementation results on the pubs database. 
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4.1 Experimentation and Results in Pubs Database 

The framework approach with reduced tables allows for 4 times faster speed and 2 times less storage space against full 

materialized view. In the simple and virtual example, only 2 relations are addressed. However, there are a number of views in 

a data warehouse environment. Therefore, it is crucial to improve and save on both response time and storage space as close 

to 2 times in terms of performance of a data warehouse. The results are shown in Table 3. and Fig. 5.The results of K-means 

clustering using R shown in the following Tables 

 

 
Table 4.authors based on K-means clustering using 

R 

 

 
Table 5.punlishers based on K-means clustering using R 

 

 
Table 6.sales based on K-means clustering using R 

 

 
Table 7.stores based on K-means clustering using R 

 

 
Table 8.titleauthor based on K-means clustering 

using R 

 

 
Table 9.titles based on K-means clustering using R 

 

Table 10 and 11 shown the Time taken from conventional algorithms. The cost estimation approach for 4 queries (same 

queries as in section 3) without reduced tables is presented in Table 10. Table 11 results from referencing the entire queries 

log and summarizing Table 2 and 10. For a comparison of the conventional approach with ours, we assumed that the space 

constraint variable SC from the user‟s input is not specified. 

 
Table 2. Cost computation for 4 queries with reduced tables 
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before clustering (in 

time) 

after  clustering (in 

time) Time 

 

user System elapsed user system elapsed User System elapsed 

Authors 6.05 0.98 683.69 6.06 0.98 683.9 0.01 0 0.21 

Publishers 6.16 0.98 745.81 6.16 0.98 745.81 0 0 0 

Sales 6.87 1.09 855.6 6.89 1.09 855.61 0.02 0 0.01 

Stores 6.98 1.09 1015.3 7 1.09 1015.34 0.02 0 0.01 

Titleauthor 7.03 1.09 1051.4 7.05 1.09 1051.38 0.02 0 0.02 

Titles 7.16 1.1 1119.8 7.17 1.1 1119.77 0.01 0 0.01 

Table 3. Time taken for K-means clustering 

 
Fig 5.K-means clustering for authors table 

 

 
Table 10. Cost computation for 4 queries without reduced tables 

 

 
Table 11. Performance comparison on the pubs database 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A materialized view technique FSVMRT is proposed in this paper, which uses one of the data mining techniques (K-means 

clustering technique). In FSVMRT, finds high density clusters from the dimensions of the given tables, and then, produces 

the reduced tables using the K-means clusters. Next, the MVPP is produced using the reduced tables, and finally, 

materialized views are selected from the MVPP in accordance with cost estimation. 

A materializing views technique, FSVMRT is proposed in this paper, which adopts one of the data mining techniques (i.e., K 

means clustering method using R). The user is able to input a space constraint value within which materialized views are 

selected. These kinds of user interfaces are not found in conventional algorithms. 

As shown in the experimental results, the proposed algorithm achieves almost 1.8 times better performance in terms of both 

query response time and storage space of materialized views. Even in the case where the value of the space constraint 

variable is not specified (i.e., when we assume there is no space constraint), our algorithm shows better performance in the 

pubs database. 

Broadly, there lie two issues with the data warehouse. The first is selection of materialized views, and the other is 

maintenance of the views for consistency of a data warehouse. FSVMRT in this paper is in regards to the first issue. As 

future works, we will focus on how to update and maintain the reduced tables when there occurs any update in the source 

data. 
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